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CERAMICS & TRAVEL

TINEKE
VAN
GILS

The Golden
Leaf Bowl
of the factory

photo:
Dao Ceramic An Company

ineke van Gils got the unique opportunity to work for two weeks in a specialized Chinese
leaf bowl factory in Jingdezhen to make some of her one hundred porcelain teapots, a
project for which she was invited to come to Sanbao. Tineke mixed her techniques on the
potter's wheel with the partly secret techniques of the factory. This is her story.
"Behind a Buddhist temple in the "Porcelain Valiey", there is an old path uphill. On my too smali
Chinese bicycle I pedal firmly to stay ahead of the barking dogs to reach the Dao Ceramic Art Cornpany, one of the most prominent and exclusive leaf bowl factories of Jingdezhen. It's my goal to
combine their slip casting technique with my skilis on the potter's wheel. At first I have little interest
in the leaf bowl itself, because I had already seen too many cheap and artificial versions of it in the
city shops. But that is going to change. For me it turns out to be a great opportunity to work in this
factory, where there is a sculpture classand a galiery, but where normally no artists or students enter
the factory itself.
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Black glaze
When I start throwing a few thin freestyle teapots, one of the employees brings
me some slip cast teapot hand les. I adjust
my throwing style to the size of these small
parts, which increases my appreciation for
the delicate factory work and the reflective black glaze that fits 50 perfectly with

it. On every edge, as if the sun is breaking through, the black changes into gold.
This saturated iron glaze, I know it by its
Japanesename tenmoku, was the speciality of the Jizhou kiln, alocal kiln in a village near Jingdezhen,in the Song Dynasty
a thousand yearsago. I should like to use
this glazeon some of my teapots. My style
of th rowing isverysuitablefor the effect of
the golden edges. I get the taste.
Golden leaf
A few days later when Lemon, the
designer, pours tea in a leaf bowl I notice that the leaf seems to be floating.
Now I get an eye for all different leavesin
the bowls: mulberry, bodhi and ginkgo.
Everydetailed leaf is telling a story. In the
Song Dynasty the leaf bowl was a rare
and celebrated product of the Jizhou
kiln. It is told that the technique was discovered by accident when a tree leaf feil
in a bowl th at was brought into the kiln.
In the 15th century this simple-Iooking,
but in fact extremely difficult technique
got lost, to be rediscovered many times
in many ways since 1980. In the Dao
factory the leavesin the bowls are absolutely perfect to the point which is quite
telling considering that the leaves from
the Bodhi tree near the Buddhist temple
have a very long point. The leaves are
melted completely, there is no unevenness in the glaze. Lemon explains: "Our
glazes are based on iron and natural
materiais, we use no chemicais, 50 our
leaves get no strange discolourations,
they stay naturel. It took our boss, mister Jiao Ding Hui, seven years and a lot
of fired kilns to stabilize the technology,
50 we can guarantee the deep black degree of our glaze and the integrity of our

top -

Golden Leaf Teapot
by Tineke van Gils, porcelain

L 15 x W 10 x H 8 cm
photo . Kees Hageman

below Waiting for the firing:
Bodhi leaves on the teapots
of Tineke van Gils
photo - Lemon
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product." What didn't interest me initially
becomes a challenge now. I am aware of
the beauty of golden leavesin black glaze.
A bit late, becauseI now seeth at all teapots
in this factory have a lid with a few millimetres overhang, otherwise the minerals of
the leaf would sink into the rim and after
firing the lid would not open anymore. In
addition to this the pots have only a slight
slope, 50 that the leaves do not slide oft.
Ultimately only three of my teapots turn
out to be suitable for a bodhi leaf. But I'm
happy with it.
Kiln secrets
After the first firing up to 800°(. I was
told to meticulously blow, sprayand sponge
my teapots dust-free before glazing and
firing up to 1000°(. Bald spots have to be
glazed again for a third firing. In the factory, we exchange knowiedge. My throwing
style is rather special in Jingdezhen. I teach
Lemon how to throw thin on the potter's
wheel 50 that trimming is unnecessary,this
way the first handwriting can remain visible in the clay. In his turn Lemon shows me
how to make slip ware and how to prepare
leaves: "We pressfresh autumn leaves between paper towels 50 that each leaf stays
flat and stretched wh en it goes into our drying box. The semi-dried leavesare still soft
and green. They are not soaked or dipped in
chemicais. In former time a light glaze was
applied on the leavesbefore they were stuck
on the black glaze, but we do not need that
technique". And then the moment is there:
three of my teapots with somewhat dry Bodhi leaves on top are fired in oxidation to
1280°(. What happens in the kiln remainsa
secret, but my teapots come out with totally
perfect leaves hidden in shiny dark glaze.
Wh en light strikesthe leaf revealsitself fully.
In the evening rush hour, I cycle my
three black beauties to the Sanbao Museum, where they will be exhibited with my
other ninety-seven teapots. Once back in
The Netherlands, I realize that I am going
to belong to a worldwide group of ceramists who are triggered by tree leavesand
tenmoku every fall".

TlNEKE VAN GILS
has been a well-known ceramic artist for
almost forty years. She is a specialist in
combining techniques on the potter's wheel,
with a preferenee for porcelain and teapots.
She has her studio and gallery in Schipluiden, near to Delft, Netherland.
www.tinekevangils.com
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Present staff of the day. Top row, from left to right: Fleur (my assistant), Lemon (the designer),
Mr Jiao Ding Hui (the boss), Tineke van Gils oboto- Tineke van Gils

Work in progress phoro·Fleur

Tineke pouring a porcelain teapot

phoro Fleur

